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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND ITS JUSTIFICATION
I. THE PROBLEM
This study is concerned with the construction and use
of an inventory test in arithmetic to discover the abilities
and understandings which the children possess upon entering
the second grade in Newton, Massachusetts,
II. JUSTIFICATION
The philosophy governing the teaching and learning of
arithmetic in Newton is based on the meaning theory. Prac-
tice, or drill, in computational skills is delayed until the
child has an adequate understanding of pre-requisite con-
cepts. It is important, then, that an inventory test to dis-
cover the individual's understanding of number situations be
made available. Such an instrument will enable the teacher
to locate the level of understanding for each child in each
of the various phases of arithmetic and thereby have a basis
for planning the program in arithmetic. In this way, the
teacher will not waste time in re-teaching what the pupil
already knows, nor will she leave gaps between the knowledge
which he possesses and that which she presumes he possesses.
Although some achievement tests and readiness tests
for Grades I and II are available, most of them are in areas
rr
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other than the field of arithmetic. Furthermore, even tests
which are concerned with measuring arithmetic abilities are
of little use in discovering the child's understanding of
the arithmetic processes. Rather, they measure the child's
abilities in mechanical computational skills and memoriza-
tion.
The material for the present study was constructed to
parellel the Newton course of study. No test has been dis-
covered by the author which will adequately measure the
child's possession of the meanings of arithmetic as they are
presented in this course of study.
Greene and Buswell summarize the need for such a test
in the following statement:
Pre-ins traction tests indicate what work needs to be
done on processes and materials already taught, and also
should discover what familiarity pupils already have with
the new course of study which they are about to attempt.
A pre-instruction test, properly analyzed, gives valuable
and definite information relative to the readiness of the
pupils for new topics,
^
ICE. Greene and G. T. Buswell, "Testing, Diagnosis,
and Remedial Work in Arithmetic," Thirty-Fourth Yearbook of
the National Society for the Study of Bducatlon (Chicago
:
^nicago University Press ,~r535 ) , 5 :'^2
,

CHAPTER II
REVIEW/' OF THE LITERATURE AND THE RESEARCH
I. A SYSTEMATIC PROGRAM OF ARITHMETIC
IN GRaDE one
During the last decade, changes which have taken place
in the arithmetic curriculum have placed the eraphasis on
understandings and the function of number in daily living
rather than on computation as such. With this shift in em-
phasis, much research has been done to determine where
arithmetic should be begun, and what should be the objec-
tives at specific grade levels. However, the important
question to be considered before grade placement can be
determined is: What do we consider arithmetic to be?
Buckingham asks a similar question:
What do we mean by arithmetic? If we mean abstract,
then those who postpone it are justified, if we mean the
learning of the rich field of concrete arithmetic which
lies between counting and manipulation of abstract, the
children are already abundantly ready to do it, and
arithmetic is no longer inappropriate for Grade I.-*-
Brownell has made a comprehensive survey of about
eighty of the research studies which have tried to deter-
mine the number concepts and abilities possessed by small
1 B. R. Buckingham, "When to Begin Teaching Arith-
metic ChjJ^iood Educa^t^^ XI (May, 1935) p* 340.
-3-

children, and his conclusion is that:
, . . school entrants already know much about number; the
Inference is that they can learn more; • • . nothing is
gained, and much may be lost if the school delays to
^
later grades the discharging of its responsibilities.'^
The evidence presented by Brownell, Buckingham and
MacLatchy,^ McLaughlin,^ Woody, ^ Po Ikingho rne,''' and others
shows that preschool children have a much greater under-
standing of number and its applications than is generally
recognized. However, all the studies indicate a wide var-
iation in the amounts of arithmetic that pupils know.
2 W. A. Brownell, Arithmetic in Grades I and II , A
Critical Summary of New and Previously Reported Research
,
(Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Studies in ji'duca-
tion No. 6, 1941) pp. 11-65.
3 Ibid.
4 B. R. Buckingham and Josephine WacLatchy, "The
Number Abilities of Children 7/hen They Enter Grade One,"
Twenty -Ninth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study
of gducatlon
,
(BloomlngTon, Illinois : Public School Pub-
TTshing Company, 1930) pp. 473-524.
5 Katherine McLaughlin, "Number Abilities of Pre-
school Children," Childhood Education, XI (May, 1935)
354-58.
6 Clifford '.Voody, "The Arithmetical Backgrounds of
Young Children," Journal of Educational Research
, XXIV
(October, 1931) 188-201.
7 Ada R. Polkinghorne, "Young Children and
Fractions," Childhood Education, XI (May, 1935) 334-58.

5Grant, ^ in collecting information on the previous
development in number knowledge of first grade children,
organizes his results according to levels of intelligence.
In his study, he recognizes the need for an inventory of
number facts and skills possessed by pupils of varying
intelligence levels.
Conclusive evidence to justify the teaching of arith-
metic in Grade One is further presented by Brownell^ who
states that a summary of investigations shows unmistakably
that primary grade children are capable of profiting from
systematic instruction in arithmetic. It becomes the
obligation of the school, therefore, to develop and extend
the knowledge which each child has. The question is how
and what shall we teach in Grade One, rather than merely
shall we teach arithmetic in Grade One.
In considering what v;e shall teach in Grade One,
10
Brownell points out that further research proves that
primary grade children are unready to learn abstract arith-
metic taught through formal and mechanical drill. However,
8 Albert Grant, "An Analysis of the Number Knowledge
of First Grade Pupils According to Levels of Intelligence,"
Journal of Experimental Education, VII (September, 1938)
63-66.
9
riculum,
354.
VV. A. Brownell, "Readiness-
" Elementary School Journal,
and the Arithmetic Cur-
XXXVIII (January, 1938)
10 Ibid.
r
6they can learn much arithmetic when it is met incidentally
and informally in the service of their needs.
The philosophy governing the teaching and learning
of arithmetic in the modern elementary school is based on
the "meaning" theory. Brovmell summarizes the "meaning"
theory of instruction, stating that:
within the 'meaning' theory there is absolutely no
place for the view of arithmetic as a heterogenous mass
of unrelated elements to be trained by repetition. The
'meaning' theory conceives of arithmetic as a closely
knit system of understandable ideas, principles and
processes . . • .-^-^
In the light of this philosophy, it can be seen that arith-
m.etic taught in the primary grades must develop on a
planned, systematic basis, with sound objectives which em-
phasize meanings, relationships and understandings. Re-
search studies and experiences of teachers reveal that
children can and do learn in a program which provides sys-
tematic and sequential number work, A meaningful program
in arithmetic in the modern school requires meaningful
evaluation.
II. THE NEED FOR INVENTORY TESTING
If we are to plan a systematic program in arithmetic
11 W. A. Brownell, "Psychological Considerations in
the Learning and Teaching of Arithmetic," Tenth Yearbook of
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
,
(New YorTH"
Bureau of Publications, Teachers TJollege, Columbia Univer-
sity, 1935) pp. 1-31.
f
7in the primary grades to meet the objectives of a modern
curriculum, it is essential to provide for individual dif-
ferences. The many transient pupils which we have today,
and the great variance in courses of study are only two of
the reasons for the real need of inventory tests. The
growing system of social promotion also causes wide vari-
ation in abilities within a classroom. A definite de-
cline in abilities is also evident after a long summer
vacation. The teacher should inventory the degree of under-
standing which each child possesses in the various areas of
arithmetic before she can plan her program to meet indiv-
idual needs, A knowledge of the child's status at the out-
12
set, as Spitzer and Douglass point out, protects the
teacher from both of two errors, teaching "over their heads"
and wasteful reteaching. Remmers and Gage suggest that a
pre-test may be used to discover the achievement of instruc-
tional objectives which pupils already possess. The results
of these tests can be used to plan the relative emphasis in
instruction, and perhaps, to show where certain parts of the
course of study may be omitted.
12 Herbert Spitzer and Hart Douglass, "The Importance
of Teaching for Understanding," Forty-Fifth Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education, Part I
(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1946) pp. 7-26.
13 H. H. Remmers and N. L. Gage, Educational
Measurement and Evaluation, (Nev;- York: Harper and Brothers,
1943) p. 491.
r
8Woody siaggests that:
extended inventory tests designed not only for throwing
light on the goals of achievement, but also on the meth-
ods employed in attaining the goals should be given be-
fore the beginning of formal instruction if instruction
is to be adapted to the needs of the individual child.
An inventory test, as defined by Greene, Jorgensen,
and Gerberich, is "a test used as a preliminary check on
15
the degree of mastery existing prior to instruction."
Brownell adds to this definition by describing the inventory
procedure as:
an evaluation most practicably undertaken (a) through
testing programs in textbooks and manuals, (b) through
specially prepared tests constructed according to the
local course of study,.
.
.-^^
Tests so constructed and so administered will prevent the
occurrence of dangerous gaps which may exist between what
the child knows and what the teacher thinks he knows. Such
an inventory test is considered a form of readiness test,
and will disclose the capacity, maturity, and previous ex-
perience which the child possesses. It will provide the
14 Woody, op cit
. ,
p. 201.
15 H. A. Greene, A. N. Jorgensen, and J. R. Ger-
berich, Measurement and Evaluation in the Elementary School,
(New York: Longmans Green and Company, 1942) p. 61B.
16 W. A. Brownell, "The Evaluation of Learning,"
Sixteenth Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1941) p. 245.
c
teacher with a base upon which to build a meaningful, sys-
tematic program of instruction.
III. INV^iNTO HYING ARITIB^iETIC aBILITIPJS
OP SCHOOL CHILDREN
Although much research has been done to discover the
abilities and concepts with which children enter the first
grade, very little has been done in inventorying the under-
standings of the children after they have been in school a
year. This section of the study will pertain to the re-
search and the materials concerned with arithmetic abilities
of children after they have entered school.
17Dickey emphasizes that the main issue involved in
testing for readiness is to discover the various levels of
maturity which the learner has reached. He warns of the
fallacy of considering readiness as a whole, and contends
that the teacher must sense the readiness of the learner
to do a given degree of quantitative thinking with meaning
on his level of maturation. Dickey also maintains that very
little research has been done on the various levels of
readiness and stages of maturity.
17 John W. Dickey, "Readiness for Arithmetic,"
Elementary School Journal
, XL (April, 1940) 592-98.
r
10
Gunderson, in her study, measured the number ideas
and concepts held by seventeen children who were completing
the first half of Grade Two. She hoped to determine whether
they were ready for systematic development of addition and
subtraction combinations including abstract numbers. Oral
responses to her inventory test revealed that the children
had had many contacts with use and application of number in
daily living. She suggested that a list of minimum es-
sentials be constructed to include number concepts and
arithmetic terms. Such a list might be used by the teacher
as a readiness test before proceeding on to the next stage
of arithmetic.
The purpose of Woody 's*^^ study was to investigate and
ascertain facts concerning the amount of arithmetic
knowledge and skill possessed by children in the primary
grades at the time when formal instruction is begun. His
inventory included 204 situations existing in the social
environment. The study involved thirty-nine schools
throughout the country. Conclusions of the study were that
children possess much ability before formal ir^struction is
18 Agnes Gunderson, "Number Concepts Held By Seven
Year Olds," Mathematics Teacher
,
XXXIII (January, 1940)
18-24.
19 Woody, op cit.
, pp. 188-201.
1
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begun. This knowledge is not limited to counting and adding
simple combinations, but includes an elementary knowledge of
fractions, money, types of measurement, and understanding of
processes demanding verbal problems. Woody also concluded
that the method of attaining the solution must be taken into
consideration in interpreting the significance of a given
attainment
•
Russell, in a study to measure the insight into
quantitative relations of more and less
,
and understandings
of similar quantitative terras, has concluded that a child's
first concept is a manyness « Prom results of his study,
Russell suggests that children at the age of seven are not
ready to master and understand isolated addition and subtrao
tion facts. Formal work should be discouraged and initial
training should be with concrete objects.
Research studies emphasize the Importance and the need
for inventory tests. Studies cited here present various
types of information which have been gleaned from these pre-
instruction tests. However, materials for carrying on such
an evaluation program are extremely limited.
Commercial inventory tests and other standard arith-
' 20 Ned M. Russell, "a rithmetical Concepts of Chil
dren," Journal of Educational Research
, XXIX (May, 1936)
pp. 647"^^^;
I
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metlc tests largely begin with Grade Tliree. The author has
found only two commercial tests which measure understandings
for the beginning of Grade Two. These two are The Metropol -
21itan Readiness Tests and the Chicago Arithmetic Readiness
22Tests . The latter test is a non-verbal test which measures
such things as writing numbers, counting, reproduction,
comparison of numbers and the more familiar common fractiona
The author of the test maintains that the test has certain
diagnostic features which should show to the teacher any
lack of adequate background in the concepts which are tested.
Brueckner has provided a readiness test in primary arith-
metic in his latest text. This readiness test measures both
the mathematical and the social phase of number. Tentative
norms for Grades One and Two are included. An outline of
factors contributing to readiness for beginning arithmetic
24is also included in Brueckner 's text. This may serve as a
guide for the teacher's study of her class.
21 For evaluation, see: O.K. Buros, The Third Mental
Measurements Yearbook
,
(New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers
University Press, 1949) No. 518, p. 519.
22 Ibid
.
, No. 337, p. 336.
23 L. J. Brueckner and P. Grossnickle, How to Make
Arithmetic Meaningful
,
(Philadelphia: The John Winston
Company, 194V) pp. 56-58
.
24 Ibid.
,
p. 405.

Not only is there a lack of inventory material avail-
able for the beginning of Grade Two, but also, almost the
entire field of evaluation in arithmetic is still emphasiz-
ing mathematical computation. The majority of standard
tests still measure a child's ability to give the right
numerical answer, without giving any consideration to the
thought process involved in getting the answer or to whether
the situation has any meaning for the child. Research
studies emphasize the comparative neglect of understandings
in current evaluation practices. Sueltz, Boynton, and
Sauble,^^ in a survey of evaluation practices found that of
twenty-seven studies examined, only eight showed that the
author was deliberately trying to measure beyond the tradi-
tional scope of computation and problem solving.
Peet and Dearborn^^ have pointed out in their study
that there is a definite and felt need to construct a test
which is not limited to a few types of problems, and mere
mechanical work too difficult for the children. The study
25 B. 0. Sueltz, H. Boynton, and I. Sauble, "The
Measurement of Understanding in Elementary School Mathemat-
ics," Forty -Fifth Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education
,
Part I X^hicagol Chicago University
Press ,~T946) pp. 158-156
.
26 Harriet Peet and Walter Dearborn, "Test in Arith-
metic for Measuring Ability," Twenty-Ninth Yearbook of the
Society for the Study of Education
,
(Bloomington, IlTTnois
Public ScHooTTublishing Company, 1930) pp. 601-10.
13
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done by Peet and Dearborn had as its major aim the construc-
tion of a test in keeping with the modern aims in teaching
arithmetic, and to cover the basic concepts as well as the
four processes. The study led to the construction of the
Progress Tests in Arithmetic for Pupils in the First Six
Grades . These tests measured basic concepts and problems,
including crude comparisons, money, and time. This was
definitely a departure from the formal tests which measured
a child's memorization of facts, but even this test did not
touch on the concept of grouping or many other aspects of
number included in the modern primary grade arithmetic pro-
gram.
If we are to have meaningful arithmetic we must use
meaningful methods of evaluation. Tests must measure ob-
jectives which are set up in a modern arithmetic program.
Spltzer warns that:
unless our procedures and techniques for evaluation in
arithmetic keep pace with the improved instructional pro-
cedures, we shall soon find that imnrovement is hindered
by the means of evaluation we use.^'
Spltzer further maintains that among the many short-
comings of the present test, we should be most concerned
27 Herbert Spitzer, "Techniques for Evaluating Out-
comes of Instruction in Arithmetic," Elementary School
Journal, XLIX (September, 1948) p. 21.
€
about the lack of agreement between the content of the tests
and the accepted goals or objectives of arithmetical instruc
tion. He suggests that:
if arithmetic tests are based on the objectives of in-
struction, it would seem that a reasonable picture of the
goals of arithmetic might be deduced from the content of
the tests. One has only to try this procedure with any
of our standardized tests to be convinced that arithmetic
tests do not cover the whole field of instruction in
arithmetic.^^
With such inadequate facilities for good evaluation,
the responsibility lies with the school and the teacher to
carry on an improved program of evaluation designed to
measure achievement in terras of the objectives of the local
course of study.
IV. SUGGESTIONS FOR TEST CONSTRUCTION
The Forty -Fifth Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education states that:
There must be a more general acceptance of the
school's responsibility for developing and measuring
growth with respect to outcomes which involve under-
standing - a more general acceptance together with a real
attempt to do something about it.^^
28 Ibid
. , p. 23.
29 "The Measurement of Understanding," Forty-Fifth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education
,
(Chicago : Chicago University Press, 1943) p. 3"^.
c
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Teachers everywhere recognize the value of a good test^
/
ing program. However, too often, a testing program is lim-
ited to standardized tests. The value of standard tests for
survey and other purposes cannot be denied. Neither can it
he denied, however, that standard tests have many limita-
tions. Norms based on such test results for large numbers
of children are of little value for a given school unless
its curriculum and instruction are closely similar to the
content of the test. A survey of the varied courses of
study in use today would indicate that this situation would
exist very rarely. It is the obligation of the teacher.
therefore, to use many techniques of evaluation to supple-
ment available material.
A paper and pencil test of the objective type, if used
for inventory purposes, must cover a wide range of skills
and understandings, and therefore is not detailed enough to
be used for diagnostic purposes in a specific area. The
test must evaluate, as vVrightstone reminds us, "in terms of
1
skills concepts, attitudes, interests, and personal adjust-
1
„30
ment. " Items that deal with aspects other than computation
must be included. Spitz er suggests that:
\
•1
30 W. Wright St one, "Evaluating Achievement," Child-
hood Education, XXIV (February, 1948) 253-259.
J
•
I
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In order that tests may more nearly reflect the total
arithmetic program, items that deal with aspects of the
program other than computation in examples and problems
must also be included. If the arithmetic program is a
meaningful one, good tests will be concerned, not only
with computation, but with the nature of processes, the
significant aspects of the number system, the making of
judgements, the understanding of problems (not just
through the getting of„answers), the use of unv/ritten
arithmetic, and so on.*^
Examples of items that attempt to measure understanding in
some of these areas are included in Spitzer's arithmetic
. . 32text •
In constructing a good inventory test, the teacher
must first determine the objectives of the arithmetic pro-
gram. These objectives may be stated specifically in the
local course of study, or she may have to formulate specific
objectives from the content of the course of study. Greene,
Jorgensen, and Gerberich, in their book on test construction,
state that:
It is highly important that the test be definitely
based upon the objectives of the course, and also upon
the course content. It is true, naturally, that content
is basic to a test, and furthermore that the best sQurce
of content material is found in the course itself.
31 Herbert Spitzer, The Teaching of arithmetic,
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin "Company, 1948J pp. 334-35.
32 Ibid., p. 35.
33 Greene, Jorgensen, and Gerberich, op. cit.,
p. 161.
1
rr
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Professor Storm has listed fifty-four understandings
which should be t est ed.*^^ The list should provide a basis for
research in organizing the content of arithmetic as well as
for research in developing new type tests which recognize
the current emphasis in meaningful arithmetic. The under-
standings listed are directed toward a very thorough under-
standing of groups; of tens as a base of our number system;
of the place and use of zero; of the how and why of the four
processes. The list of objectives is broken down to small
understandings, each significant to a complete concept of
the number system.
after determining the objectives, the teacher must
then construct the objective items. It is desirable in the
primary grades, to limit the types of items to two or three
so that the children will not be confused by the type of
response required. The procedure should be practicable and
should be easily administered without too great an expendi-
ture of time or energy. There should be only one possible
correct answer. This latter point makes for easy under-
standing on the part of the child, and for simplified
scoring on the part of the teacher.
34 W. B. Storm, "Arithmetical Meanings That Should Be
Tested," Arithmetic 1948, (Chicago: Chicago University
Press, October, 1948J pp. 26-31.
I.-
A review of the literature and the recent research has
indicated the necessity for a systematic program of meaning-
ful arithmetic in Grade Ono. Such a program must have mean-
ingful evaluation. It is essential that the teacher know
the ability levels of each child in the various areas of
arithmetic before she attempts to develop a sequential
program In arithmetic. The most efficient way to determine
the various stages of development and the understandings
which each child has concerning quantitative situations is
to administer an objective inventory test before beginning
instruction, a review of the recent material available has
shown that commercial material for inventorying the arith-
metical concepts of children beginning Grade Two is ex-
tremely limited. The standard tests which are available do
not measure the objectives of the local course of study, and
it becomes necessary for the teacher to construct a test to
meet the needs of her local course of study and of her class
I
1CHAPTER III
PR0C5I>URE
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem to be met in this study was twofold:
(a) to construct an inventory test to be used in conjunction
with the Newton Course of Study, and (b) to use the test
with all children entering Grade Two in the Newton public
schools
.
II. CONSTRUCTION OP THE TEST
Selection of objectives.
The test was designed to discover the degree of under-
standing, information, and skill possessed by each pupil in
the various areas of arithmetic included in the course of
study. Using this course of study as a basis for the con-
tent of the test, the following specific objectives were set
up:
To test the child's ability to:
1. count and identify objects up to twenty and to
associate these with the number symbols.
2. associate the symbol with the corresponding number
of objects.
3. associate the printed number word with the corre-
-20-
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spending number of objects and with the symbol up
to and including ten,
4. associate number names with symbols and to write
the S3rmbols.
5. reproduce number concept in response to spoken
number name up to and including twenty.
6. recognize groups of objects and diagrams (not to
exceed six) and to associate number in group with
the abstract symbol,
7. recognize necessary processes when solving simple
problems involving addition and subtraction and to
be able to solve these problems (single addends),
8. understand the significance of ten as a basic unit
and recognize place values involving tens and ones.
9. recognize relationships:
a. numbers in series, involving ones, twos,
fives and tens,
b, number coming before and number coming after
a given number.
10. understand zero in addition and subtraction combi-
nations as a generalization rather than learned as
separate facts,
11. understand zero as a place holder.
12. understand differences in value, quantity and
size, and select and use measures appropriate to
rr
use, including:
a, telling time.
"b. linear measure, including inch, foot and
yard.
c. liquid measure, including pint and quart.
d. pound as a measurement of weight.
e. money; quantitative and relative values of
cent, nickel, dime, quarter, and dollar.
13. divide objects into halves, thirds and fourths.
14. understand ordinals to "tenth" inclusive.
15. understand terms of indefinite comparisons and
position used in natural situations, including:
largest, larger, large - small, smaller, smallest
farthest, farther, far - near, nearer, nearest
highest, higher, high - low, lower, lowest
longest, longer, long - short, shorter, shortest
full - empty; more than - fewer than;
tall - short; thick - thin; whole - half
first - next - last; under - over; above - beloini
Development and administration of preliminary test *
The first test, consisting of 168 objective items, in-
cluded seven multiple-choice, one matching, seven completion
and one true-false sub-test. The test was divided into six-
teen sub-tests measuring the following areas; crude compari-
sons, associations, ordinals, addition and subtraction as a
22

means of problem solving, problem solving, writing syiubols ,
enumeration, reproduction, relationships, telling time,
recognition of groups, numbers in series, understanding of
"ten," understanding of "teens," fractions, generalization
of zero in addition and subtraction, zero as a place holder,
choice of measurement, and money relationships. The last
four areas were included in sub-tost 16.
The test materials consisted of a mimeographed booklet
for each child, a manual of directions for administration
and scoring, and a set of twenty flash cards for sub-test 12.
The test was administered in June, 1948, to fifty-four
children in two first grade classrooms in Newton one
above average and one below average. The tests were then
analyzed and revised.
Although a complete item analysis was done, it was
decided that in this particular study, it would be better to
retain some items where all or nearly all children had re-
sponded correctly, and also some items where all or nearly
all children had failed. If all items which had been dif-
ficult for more than 75 per cent of the children tested had
been omitted, the test would have lost in validity as far as
inventorying is concerned. There were, however, a few
changes made. One item was revised because it was foujid to
be confiising. Nine items were eliminated because of diffi-
culty. One item was made a sample. Ten items were omitted
r
24
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because it was felt that it would be Just as well to shorten
this particular sub-test. The order of sub-tests was
changed for better composition of the test.
Analysis of the final test.
It was assumed that the teacher would test orally each
child's ability to do rote counting; therefore, that aspect
of arithmetic was omitted in the test. The final refined
test and materials consisted of a mimeographed booklet con-
taining sixteen sub-tests, a manual of directions for admin-
istration and scoring, and a set of ten flash cards to
accompany sub-test 8. The sixteen sub-tests, composed of
148 items, included seven multiple-choice, one matching,
seven completion, and one true-false type sub-test.
All directions were oral, and almost all responses
required no writing or spelling. One sub-test involved
writing numbers, but the figures from one to twenty appeared
at the top of the sheet. One other test measured the child's
ability to write the figures. Two tests required inserting
the correct number. All other items were answered by a
circle drawn around the correct response, a mark placed on
the correct alternative, or other similar directions. In
this v/ay, all reading and writing difficulties were elimi-
nated. Because the test is not a speed test, no time limits
were included except in the case of the items measuring quich
recognition of a group of objects as shown on a flash card
1
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(sub-tost 8). A copy of the test, the manual of directions,
and the flash cards will be found in Appendix B.
A detailed description of the test follows:
Crude comparisons (sub-test 1); This type of under-
standing is also known as "indefinite comparisons" or "crude
quantitative comparisons," Under this caption are included
terms such as "largest," "shortest," "most," and many others
which children use to describe crude differences in size,
number, or amount, without attempting to fix exactly the
degree of difference. Typical detailed directions to the
child are, "Draw a ball which is bigger than the one you see
on your paper." "Put an X on the highest balloon." There
were twenty-two items in the sub-test.
"^^Q sub-test included eight
matching items associating the printed number symbols with
pictures; eight similar items matching the printed number
word with the printed number symbol; and eight matching the
printed number word with semi-concrete objects. No part of
the test contained words or symbols above the number ten.
Ordinals (sub-test 3); The function of our number
system in finding or locating the place of a number or a
numbered article is very important and is entirely different
from the number used to describe a group situation. The
25
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ordinal sub-test Included six items with such directions as,
"Mark X on the fourth ball." "Mark X on the first boat."
Understanding of addition and subtraction as a means
2? S21y426 (SH^-test 4); In most standardized tests,
the child usually gets credit only when he obtains the right
answer, regardless of whether he chooses the right process
or not. The items included in sub-test 4 attempt to dis-
cover whether the child can choose the right process. In
each of the six items, the teacher first reads a simple one-
step problem and the child locates the appropriate number
fact on his paper and inserts either a plus or minus sign.
Telling time by the hour
and half hour is included in the course of study for Grade
I. The sub-test measuring the telling of time is limited
and may not be indicative of the child's true ability. One
item asks the child to choose from among three clocks the
one that says three o'clock. The other item asks him to
determine which of the th-ree clocks says half-past seven.
Reproduction (sub-test 6); Reproduction is the re-
sponse when there are more than seven flowers in a group and
the child is given a direction such as, "Put X on seven
flov/ers." There are four similar item^ in sub-test 6, which
measures a child's ability to do this more complex form of
counting.
r
Enumeration (sub-test 7); Enumeration answers the
question, "There are how many?" It is a more complex form
of counting than mere rote counting, but not as complex as
reproduction. There are six items in the test, and each
requires the children to count semi-concrete objects and
write the correct number. To prevent any difficulties due
to an inability to write the numbers, model figures from one
to twenty appear at the top of the test sheet.
Recognition of grougs (s^^-test 8); The test measures
a child »s ability to recognize various patterned groups
instantly. It is a multiple-choice type test. The material
consists of ten 6"x9" flash cards, five of which have pic-
tures of concrete objects arranged in patterned groups. All
the objects on each card are alike, and all the same color,
with no extra lines to detract from the idea of the group.
The remaining five cards are made up of black circles ar-
ranged in the domino patterns. Each card is exposed one
second, after which the child circles the figure represent-
ing the number of the group he recognizes.
(£^^"^2^^ test to measure a
child's ability in quantitative thinking is a multiple-
choice type test. The teacher reads a simple one-step
problem aloud, and the child responds by circling the cor-
rect answer on his test sheet. There are five items in the

tost
.
Number relationship (sub-test 10); An intelligent
grasp of number relations is an essential part of arithmeti-
cal learning. In this test, the relationships included are
those bearing on the relative position of a number in the
series. The first part of the sub-test has five items which
require the child to circle the number which comes after a
given number. The second part of the sub-test has five
items which require the child to circle the number which
comes before the given number.
Writing numbers (sub-test 11); The test measures a
skill with which most children have very little trouble if
they are taught where to begin the number. There are nine
numbers dictated, including two single-digit numbers, two
"teen" numbers, four higher decade numbers and one three-
digit number. The child writes the number in the prescribed
box as the teacher dictates.
Fractions (sub-test 12); The understandings in the
test are limited to those involved in dividing an object
into halves, thirds, and fourths. The child responds to
oral directions similar to the following: "Draw a line to
cut the apple in halves. Draw lines to break the stick in
fourths." There are six of these items. This is followed
f
by six multiple-choice type items where the child must mark
as directed the one of the three blocks which has been
divided into halves, thirds, or fourths.
Numbers in series (sub-test 13); The test measures the
ability to discover the missing number in various series of
counting. The test is a completion test having ten items
and involving counting by ones, twos, fives, and tens.
Understanding of ten as the base of our number system.
(SH^"'^2§^ "^^Q measurement of the child's understanding
of ten as the base of our number system is one of the most
important tests of the entire study. It is a completion
test having five items. The following is a typical item
appearing on the child's test sheet: 24 is tens and
ones. The child must regroup the number 24 into its
parts according to the place value which the notation dic-
tates, and complete the blanks.
Understanding of "teens." (sub-test 15); The test
measures the child's understanding of the "teens" concepts.
This is an essential part of the concept of ten as a base of
the number system. Although the understandings measured in
sub-tests 14 and 15 are not included in the course of study
for Grade One, they are included here because it has been
recommended since this course of study was first issued.
r
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that teachers emphasize these concepts. The new course of
study now under construction will place a major emphasis on
these understandings. Five multiple choice items appear in
sub-test 15 similar to the following: 16 is 10 and 4 6 8.
The child is instructed to circle the correct number. A
sample item is included.
Zero recognized as a generalization, zero as a glace
holder, and an understanding of choice of measurements and
money relationships (sub-test 16); The sub-test is a true-
false type test having fourteen items. It is divided into
the following parts:
(1) Pour items concerned with the function of zero in
addition and subtraction, and as a place holder.
(2) Five items concerned with the choice of measure-
ment: yards, inches, pounds, pints, and feet.
(3) Five statements concerned with money values and
relationships
•
The child is instructed to draw a circle around YES or NO as
the teacher reads the statement aloud,
III. USE OF TEE FINAL TEST
The revised test was administered in September, 1948,
to all second grade children in Newton with the exception of
those two classes which had taken the preliminary test. Com-
plete data were obtained and analyzed from the testing of 756
e
second grade children representing thirty-one classes of the
Newton public schools.
Classroom teachers administered and corrected the tests
according to directions. One point was given for each item
correct, and a total for each sub-test was recorded. A more
complete correction and analysis was done by the author when
the tests were returned.
As the value of the inventory test was in an analysis
of the results of the sub-tests in the specific areas, no
total for the entire test was recorded. Medians were tab-
ulated for each sub-test by classes and for the city. Each
teacher received a report showing the highest score possible
for each sub-test, the city median for each sub-test, and
the median for her own class for each sub-test, A sample
report form is included in Appendix B«
r
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OP THE DATA
I. IITTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of the study was to construct and
use an inventory test to measure the concepts, information,
and skills in arithmetic possessed by children entering
Grade Two in the Newton public schools. Because the objec-
tives upon which this test was based were derived from the
present Newton Course of Study, the experimental testing
program has served a subsidiary purpose in revealing v/eak-
nesses in the present course of study. Thus information has
been made available which is now being used in the complete
revision of the present coijirse of study.
All the data collected were tabulated by classes and a
median for each sub-test was derived for each class and for
the city. The general table, containing class and city
medians by sub-tests, may be found in Appendix A. In this
general table, it should be noted that city medians for the
sub-tests concerned with ordinals, understanding of addition
and subtraction as a means of problem solving, reproduction,
enumeration, recognition of groups, problem solving, and
number relationships were equivalent to perfect scores.
-32-
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II. CITY-WIDE PERC.^OTILE NORMS
Percentllo norms based on city-v/ide scores were de-
rived for all sub-tests . Thej are presented in Table I.
In comparino; the normative scores in Table I with the
possible perfect scores, it was found that in the case of
sub-tests involving crude comparisons, associations, addi-
tion and subtraction as a means of problem solving, enumera-
tion, recognition of groups, and problem solving, the 10th
percentile was in excess of one-half of the total niimber of
items, indicating that a very small per cent of those chil-
dren tested failed to get at least one-half of the total nmor
ber of correct responses. It must be noted, however, that
in sub-tests having a very limited number of items, this
fact is not as significant as it is in a sub-test with many
items, such as sub-tests 1 and 2,
In the test on telling time (sub-test 5) further
analysis showed that 93 per cent of the 756 children tested
responded correctly to directions concerning telling time on
the hour. All children who received a score of 1 made their
errors on the item involving telling time on the half-hour.
An analysis of the children's ability to write numbers
as dictated (sub-test 11) shov/ed that only 15 per cent of
those tested could write the three-digit number. Seventy-
eight per cent of all other errors were due to reversals,
either in format of the number, or in the order of the digits.
rc
TABLE I
PERCENTILE NORMS BASED ON CITY-WIDE SCORES
Sub- Percentile Rank Possible
bests
90 75 50 25 10
Perl ect
Score
1 22 22 20 19 17 22
2 24 24 23 19 14 24
6 6W 6 5 4 Aw
4 5 5 5 3 1 5
5 2 2 1 1 1mm 2
6 4 4 4 3 2 4
7 6 6 6 5 4 6
8 10 10 10 9 7 10
9 6 6 6 5 4 6
IQ 10 10 10 8 5 10
11 9 8 8 6 4 9
12 9 8 6 5 3 9
13 9 8 5 2 1 10
14 5 3 0 0 0 5
15 5 4 2 0 0 5
16 13 11 10 8 6 14
Vr.
0
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A detailed analysis of the results of the sub-test
measuring the understanding of fractions (sub-test 12) re-
vealed that of the total number of pupils tested, 64 per
cent responded correctly to all four items concerned with
the concept of one-half of an object. Tests of these chil-
dren were analyzed further to discover whether the children
who understood the concept of one-half of an object also
understood similar concepts dealing with one-third and one-
fourth. Results showed that of this selected group, only
28 per cent showed an adequate understanding of one-fourth,
and 17 per cent showed an understanding of one-third of an
ob j ect
•
Medians of the sub-test concerned with numbers in
series (sub-test 13) and the medians for those concerned
with understanding of ten as the base of our number system
(sub-tests 14 and 15) were low. Ten classes of the thirty-
one received medians below that of the city when asked to
supply the missing number in the series. Three classes re-
ceived perfect scores in both sub-tests 14 and 15, while
nine other classes received medians above the city median on
sub-test 14, and ten other classes received medians above
the median of the city on sub-test 15.
A complete analysis of the true-false test (sub-test
16) was necessary due to the variety in types of understand-
ings which were measured. Table II is based on the per cent

TABLE II
ii
i
ANALYSIS
1
OF DATA FROM SUB-TEST 16
1
+
Number of Numb er of Per cent of i
Items question correct correct re-
o iia
Generalization of use,.. 1 465 68
of zero in addition
j
and subtraction 2 482 70
5 366 54
Zero as a place holder,
•
1
4 350 51
Choice of measurement.,. 5 340 50
1
6 474 70
7 463 68
8 525 77
i
1
9 507 75
Relationships in money,. 10 529 78
11 456 67
12 530 78
13 363 54
14 504 74

of correct responses to each item. There were 680 children
who took this sub-test. It must be remembered that in the
case of the generalization of zero in addition and subtrac-
tion and zero as a place holder, a single item, such as is
included here is not sufficient evidence when drawing con-
clusions. However, it is significant to note in this test
that all items were answered correctly by at least one-half
of the 680 children tested,"^ but no item was answered cor-
rectly by more than 78 per cent of the children tested.
The concept of the generalization of zero, and its use
as a place holder are not emphasized in the course of study.
Therefore, these figures indicate a certain extent of readi-
ness without systematic teaching.
III. RELATIVE ACHIEVEM3NT OP INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS
In order to determine which of the classes showed
evidence of having met the objectives of the course of study,
a table was constructed which indicates by classes the sub-
tests in which the medians were above those of the city.
The table shows weaknesses and strengths of specific classes
as well as outstanding weaknesses of specific sub-tests.
*Due to absences, only 680 of the original 756 chil
dren tested were in school to take the last sub-test.
e
TABLE III
CLASSES RECEIVING MEDIAN SCORES ABOVE MEDIANS OF CITY
II
Sub-tests* 1
Class 1 2 5 11 12 13 14 15 Id
ll
1 X X X X X %
Q YA YA YA YA A
3 X X X X X
4 X X X
1
5 X X X
ll
6 X X X X X i
1
f A YA YA YA YA
8
1
1
9 X
10
11 X X X X X
A A YA YA YA YA ti
1 13 X
14 X X X
15 X
16 X X X X 1
1 7 A A A YA YA YA J
.
18 X X Ji
±9
20 X X X X X X J
21 X X X X
! 22 X X X X X X X X
i 23 X X
' 24 X X X X
25 X X X X X X
26 X X X X X
27
28 X X
29 X X X X X X X I
30 X X X
31 X X X X
*Sub-tests 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 omitted. Medians in these
-tests were equivalent to perfect score.

No class received a median above the city median in
the test measuring skill in writing numbers (sub-test 11)
although the median of several classes was equivalent to
that for the city. This is explainable because although
many children could write one and two-digit numbers, very
few could respond correctly to the item involving the three-
digit number. The median was 8, from a possible score of 9,
Classes 12, 22, and 28 received medians exceeding the
city median in eight of the nine sub-tests included in the
table. It may be assiimed that these classes are meeting the
objectives included in the present course of study. Classes
8, 10, 19, and 27 did not exceed the city median in any of
the sub-tests. It is apparent that there is wide variance
within the thirty-one classes in the city. Some of this is
due to the ability levels of the various schools, but it may
also indicate variance in emphasis in teaching.
c\
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
I. INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of the study was to construct and
use an inventory test which would measure the concepts,
skills and information in aritlimetic which are included in
the First Grade Course of Study in Newton. The study has
served a subsidiary purpose in revealing information which
has been used in revising the present course of study. The
tsst, administered to 756 second grade children in Newton in
September, 1948, indicated that the material emphasized in
the present course of study is quite adequately taught in
most of the schools throughout the city. Test scores were
high in the areas emphasized in the course of study and low
in the areas which were not emphasized. In the case of
seven of the sixteen sub-tests, the city median and the per-
fect score were identical,
II. AREAS SHOWING ADEQUATE DEVELOPMENT
OF UNDERSTANDINGS AND SKILLS
In drawing conclusions from the results of this study,
it must be remembered that an inventory test of this type
covers a broad area, and because of the limited number of
items included in some sub-tests, conclusive statements can-
-40-
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not be made. However, it may be concluded that, in general,
the children in the second grade in Newton, at the beginning
of the year showed very adequate understanding of the fol-
lowing: crude comparisons (sub-test 1), associations (sub-
test 2), ordinals (sub-test 3), reproduction (sub-test 6),
enumeration (sub-test 7), recognition of groups (sub-test
8), number relationships (sub-test 10), and writing numbers
(sub-test 11). It may be noted in connection with sub-test
8 that there was no significant difference in the ability of
the pupils to recognize groups of pictures and groups of
dots
.
III. AREAS OP CITY-WIDE WEAKNESS
A city-wide weakness was apparent when the children
were asked to supply the missing number in the series (sub-
test 13). Major difficulties occurred when it was necessary
to count by twos. On the basis of these findings, and con-
clusions drawn from the use of this skill, counting by twos
in the first grade will have a limitation of twenty and will
be extended to fifty in Grade Two in the revised course of
study.
Although a general conclusion may be drawn that the
material taught in the present course of study is well
within the level of the child's maturity in arithmetic, the
study has indicated several weaknesses which are due either
e
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to poor grade placement or lack of emphasis either in the
course of study or on the part of the teacher. The under-
standing of ten as the base of our number system is con-
sidered to be the fundamental principle upon which the
teaching of arithmetic is based in Newton. Yet, this inven-
tory test revealed an over -all weakness in this area. This
leads to the conclusion that there may be a lack of under-
standing rather than a lack of emphasis on the part of the
teacher. Although specific references are made to Wheat's
The Psychology and Teaching of Arithmetic -^ in the present
course of study, these citations do not point to his
although it is recommended that all teachers read this book,
the content of the course of study contains no more specific
references to this understanding at this grade level.
- Through the findings of the study, it has been recognized
that all teachers must be better informed and more cognizant
of the importance of this basic understanding. With this
realization, a major emphasis in the new course of study
will be placed on understanding of ten as the basic grouping
of our number system and detailed directions and explana-
tions will be provided for both teachers
1 Harry G. \'/heat. The Psychology and Teaching of
Arithmetic (Boston, Massachusetts: D. C. Heath and Company
.
1937), 5S3 pp.
r
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and pupils.
Sub-test 16, measuring the child's understanding of
^ zero, both in addition and subtraction, and as a place
holder, is limited to a single item for each concept. How-
ever, on the basis of the evidence presented in this study,
the following inferences are made: the majority of children
in the Newton public schools are ready for meaningful teach-
ing of the generalization of zero in addition and subtrac-
tion during the early part of the second grade; approxi-
mately one-half of the children responded correctly to the
item referring to zero as a place-holder. This concept is
not included in the present First Grade Course of Study; how-
ever, with emphasis on ten as a base of the number system,
many children will comprehend the concept of zero as a place
holder in Grade One. As a result of these conclusions, this
concept will be introduced in Grade One of the new revision,
and extended in Grade Two,
The choice of measurement is of prime importance in
the lower grades. The function of number must be recognized,
This section of the test showed a fair amount of ability in
the choice of measurement and number relationships, the
highest percentage being 77.8 per cent and the lowest, 53,5
\ per cent. The revised course for Grade One will emphasize
the social phase of arithmetic and the function of number in
daily living.

IV. OTHER CONCLUSIONS FROM THE STUDY
Although the children responded correctly to those
items measuring the understanding of addition and subtrac-
tion as a means of problem solving and those measuring the
ability to solve one-step problems, it may be concluded only
that they understand addition on the relatively low level
measured in this inventory, and that they were competent in
applying the "take away" function of subtraction. Because
these sub-tests (sub-tests 4 and 9) are limited to the "take
away" aspect of subtraction, conclusions may not be drawn
that the children have a good understanding of the total
function of the process of subtraction.
Limitations in sub-test 5 (telling time) make it im-
possible to draw definite conclusions. With only two items
included, the chances of guessing correctly were great.
From the data, the following inferences are made: telling
time on the hour is well within the ability of the majority
of first-grade children; telling time on the half-hour is
more difficult for many first-grade children and/or telling
time on the half-hour has not been emphasized in the first
grade. This skill will be retained in the revised course of
study.
Significant conclusions concerning the understanding
of fractions possessed by these children are hidden in the
r
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statistics of medians and percentiles. The detailed an-
alysis described in the previous chapter makes it possible
to draw the following conclusions: the majority of children
have a good understanding of one-half of an object, but they
do not have an understanding of one-third or one-fourth of
an object at the end of Grade One. On the basis of the
findings of the study, the teaching of the concept of one-
half of an object will be included in the first-grade course
of study, but concepts of one-third and one-fourth of an
object, and one-half, one-third, and one-fourth of a group
will be postponed to Grade Two. It is assumed that with
this change, even more children will gain a better under-
standing of one-half of an object.
V. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Although there is no possibility of a re-test due to
the revision which the present course of study is now under-
going, further study may be carried on, as this test, with
minor revisions, is being included in the revised course of
study as a suggested achievement test for Grade One. A
similar test, with some omissions and with some extended
sub-tests, (in the areas of fractions, recognition of groups,
and addition) is also being included as a suggested in-
ventory test for all second-grade children. This will be
administered in September of each school year. The data
rr
from these tests should provide a valuable means of evalu-
ating the revised course of study during the period when it
is being tried out, before it is put into final form. Re-
sults of these tests would also be beneficial in discovering
areas of weakness in arithmetic, as well as revealing par-
ticular schools which are in need of added assistance.
Further study in any of the following areas may pro-
duce more conclusive evidence concerning the understandings
which children possess in arithmetic:
1, A pencil and paper test constructed to include
(a) items measuring the child's understanding of
one-half, one-third and one-fourth of a group of
objects; (b) items measuring the child's ability
to apply the process of subtraction to simple oral
problems involving all aspects of subtraction; and
(c) items measuring the child's ability to recog-
nize quickly combinations of patterned groups —
two threes, three twos, three threes, four twos,
two fours , five twos , and two fives
.
2. A manipulatory test constructed to measure many
of the objectives of the present study, but with
responses requiring manipulation of concrete ob-
jectSo
3« An evaluation by interview and observation to ac-
company manipulatory test in an attempt to dis-
rJ
cover maturity level of thought processes in-
volved in responses,
A pencil and paper test constructed to measure
the degree of understanding which the child has
in the various areas of arithmetic which are to
be taught in Grade Two.
r
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TABUE IV
MEDL^iNS OF SUB-TESTS
# ^ ^ p / ^ i ^ ^ O -
i -^i i /. i ^ //^'p top :^ ^ ^ ^ P a7 jcr^ ,51
s'^ fv v<o <ip C ^
^ V ^
1 20 0 A24 6 5 2 4
/•
0 10 6 10 00 Q 7 0 4 11
2 22 23 6 4 2 4 6 10 6 10 8 7 6 0 2 11
3 21 23.5 6 5 1 4 6 10 6 10 8 7 5.5 0 4o5 11
4 21 10 5.5 3.5 1 3.5 6 9 5.5 60 5 5.5 5 2 5 5 10
5 20 21 6 4 2 4 5 8 5 8 8 6 4 2 5 10
6 22 24 6 5 2 4 6 10 6 10 8 6.5 5.5 0 1.5 11
7 22 24 6 5 2 4 6 10 6 10 8 7 5 2 2 12
8 20 21.5 6 5 1 4 6 10 6 10 8 4 4 0 5 10
9 20 22 6 5 2 3 6 10 6 9 8 5 4 0 1 10
10 18 16 6 2 1 3 6 5 5 9 7 5 3 0 0 8
11 21 21 6 5 2 4 6 10 6 10 7 5 7 3 5 8
12 22 24 6 5 2 4 6 10 6 10 8 7 9 5 5 11
13 21 23 6 4 1 3 6 9 6 9 7 5 2 0 1 10
14 19 21.5 6 4.5 2 3.5 6 10 5o5 10 7 6.5 5.5 0 3 10
15 20 22 6 1.5 1 4 6 10 5.5 10 6 5 3 0 2.5 9
r
TABLE IV (continued)
MEDIANS OF SUB-TESTS
55
(O <D ^ 5Q^C01O'"O<Dt>.0Of,-Ocp
•'-it, CO CO ^ c .r, Q) a^woO; fi a c ^
'fh^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^^''t ^
16 22 22 6 5y 2 4 6 10 6 9 8 6. 4 0 3 10,5
17 22 23 6 5 2 4 6 9 6 10 8 8 7 1.5 2. 5 11
18 20 22 6 5 1.5 4 6 10 6 9.5 8 6 5 0 4 11
19 19 22.5 6 3 1 4 5 10 5. 5 10 7 5 3 0 2 9.5
20 21 23 6 5 2 4 6 9 6 10 8 7 6 2 5 11
21 20 23 6 5 2 4 6 10 6 10 8 6 7..5 0 3.5 11
22 21 24 6 5 2 4 6 10 6 10 8 7 6 1 3 11.5
23 21 21 6 5 2 4 6 9 5 10 8 6 4 0 1 10
24 20 23 6 4 2 4 6 9 6 10 8 6 6 5 5 10
25 20 24 6 5 2 4 6 9 5 10 8 8 8 1 5 10
26 21 23.5 6 5 2 4 5o5 10 6 10 8 7 4 0 5 9
27 19 11 5 3 1 3 5 8 4 10 7 6 3 0 1 9.5
28 20 24 6 5 1 4 6 10 6 10 8 7 3 0 2 10
29 21 24 6 5 2 4 6 10 6 10 8 7.5 7 2.5 5 11
30 20 23 6 5 2 4 6 10 6 10 8 7 5 2 2 9
20 24 6
^ 2 4 5 9 5 10 8 6 7 0 3 10
City-wide:
20 23 6 5 1 4 6 10 6 10 8 6 5 0 2 10
Possible perfect score:
22 24 65 2 4 6 10 6 10 9 9 10 5 5 14
r
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DIKBCTICITS FOR ADMIITIS'rRATIOIT ' i
As the. nature of this tost is to determine abilities and understandings in arith-
metic, it is essential that those taking the test vuidorstand v;hat they are to do in
each series. To eliminate any reading difficulties, all directions are read by the
teacher, and she may ansv/er questions v/hich will help children to follcw directions
correctly. In the cases v/here illustrations cse includeO- ithe teacher should feel sure
before starting the test, that the childi-en understand the type of response v/hich is
expected*
The teacher should feel free to stop the test at the end of any completed sub-
test if children show indications of fatigue. She should not, hov/erer, interrupt a
sub-test, but v;ait until it is completed. A suggested diTision is to give sub-tests
1 through 6 in the first sitting, 7 through 11 in the second sitting, and o through
l6 in the third sitting.
Detailed directions for administratioij:
Test 1
.
1, "Look at the ball in the first box. xTov/, rigjit beside that ball, in the same
box, you draw a ball v;hich is larger than the one you see.
2, "Move your finger dovm to the next box. Do you see the block in. this box?
Draw another block in the sane box, v;hich is smaller than the one you see there.
3f "In the next box, put o. nark on the tree which looks the nearest.
4» "In the next bo::, put a. nark on the chicken v;hich looks the farthest av/ay.
5? "Now move your finger up to the top of the paper v;here you see the balloons.
Put an X on the higliest Tpalloon. Drav; a line all p.roiond the lov/est balloon.
6. "ITow look at the tvro birds ^ nests. Draw a line around the nest v;hich has
more eggs than the other.
7. "The ll^T box has two pots of flc^/ers. Put a line around thp pot v^hich has
fewer flowers than the other one.
8. "ilow you are at the last bo:-:. Put a:i X on the longest arrov;# Drav; a line
around the shortest arrow.
9. "Hov; turn to the ne:<:t page, v/h$re you see the balloons that are all different
sizes ^d shapes. Put an X on the snail est balloon. Put an C on the thin balloon.
Draw a line r.round the lar.jegt balloon.
10. "Here are sone children going to school. Listen carefully so that, you v;ill
mark then just as I tell ycu. First, drav;. a line arc^jind the boy who is going to be
the first to get to school, ITov:, find the boy vrhon you think vrill be last * Put an
X on him. Kalce a line across the tall one. Put a line under the shortest one.
(Ee-read directions if :^ecessary to let children check, to see if they have lol-
lov/ed directions correctly).
11. "Put your finger o:i the box where you see the table. Drav/ a line under the
dish which is under the table.
.
Drav; a line above the enpty bottle. Draw a line
around the full bottle.
12. "Here are three boards. Do you find then? Look at then very carefully and
draw a. line around the thick one. ITov; put an X on the thin one."
Test 2. Association of pri:ited s.ynbols v;ith ob.iects . (A.E.. it ens 1-10 )
.
"Look at the first ironber in the. first be;:. V/hat is it? (Wait for ansv;er '^0»
How look at tl;e pictures of fruit in the sane box. Do you find one v;hich goes v/ith
the '^*7 (V'ait for ansv;er 'a,pples')» ,-Tow drav; a line fron the to the picture
of the apples. Hove your fi:iger dov;n to the next n-anber and do. the sane thing, until
you have a line to each group of fruit* You v;ill have one nunber left over. Do the
box v;ith the needles, thread, thinbles and buttons. the sane v;ay."
,
Association of Drinted v;ord v;ith sr.-nbol (C..D. . it ens 11-20)
.
,.
"Drav; a line fron the nunber to the right v;ord. Do both. bo::es.
"
Association of printed v;ord v;ith ob.iects (!.•£• it ens 21-28) •
"Drav; a line fron the v;ord to the right nunber of blocks. Do both boxes."
rc
Test J_. Ordir.als»
"I an ^sll you v/hich "ball I v/ant you to nark with an X. (Put «X' on
board). There is only one which ypu v/ill put a nark on. V/hen you nalce your r.arlc
with your pencil, te sure to r.iake it doj-k enough aiid bij enough so that I will see it.
Bead;/, nark on the fourth "b-ill,
"Mark »X» on the first boat.
"Mark X*' on the sixth house*
"Mark 'X^ on the second candy cane.
"Mark 'X^ on the fifth little na:i.
"Mfirk 'X» on the third phair*".
Test ^. Understar.d in g: of 4* ^"vnd S.. processes p-s a r.eans of -or obi en solving.
"I an t^oin^; to tell you a story with number story in it. The sane number story
is on, your paper, but the sign is left out* Wlien you decide v/hether you nust add or
subtract to find the ansv/er tp the problen, you are to put the sign in the number
stor;-* (Have child put and r signs on board, and be sure they knov/ which is v;hich
before reading first problen). ITow p\it your finger in the first box (check to see
that all have the riglit place). Ready? (Sanple: Tvfo girls were playlijg on the steps.
Two ijore girls cane to play v;ith then. ITov; there v;ere hov; nany girls playing together'
Uow put the .'add' or 'subtract' sign.) T!:ere v/ere ^ boys playing ball. One nore
cane* Nov; there vere how nojiy boys in all7 Be 5ure to put the right sign in the
nunber story*
*3"ow noTc your finger ore^ to the next story.
"I had 6 apples but I gave 3 av;ay» I'^ov; nany did I have left? Put the right sign
in, and r:ove your finger dovrn.
"There are 3 rod flov;ers.and k yellov; flpv/ers in ny garden* Hov; n.any flov/ers are
in r.ij- garden?
TTv/o birds sat on a wire. One nore cane. jTov;. there are how nany birds on the
wire?
"Five little chickens v;ere playing in the yard. A big dog scared ^ of then av;ay.
There were hov; na;:y left? '
Test ^. Tellinf; Tine
"Lool: at the first row of clocks. Sch?ol gets out at 3:00 o'cloclt. Kake an 'X'.
on the clock that tells v;hen school gets out.
"Mpve your finger dov;n to the next rov;. You should go to bed by half-past seven."
I^ark arv 'x' 00 Hhe o\ocJk ^)r^JJ 'i^^i • ^ ^\.{- paft SQ^en.'
Test
_6. Heproduction *
"Put your finger in the. box v;here the flov/ers are. ITov; put an 'X'on ? flowers.
Make yoxir 'X's' carefully, so that I can cou:it ther.»
"Pind the birthd-ay calce;^ Liglit 9 candles by drav/ing a tiny flane over then v;ith
your pencil. (Hepeat '90 •
"ITow nark an 'X' on 12 bubbles*
"Npw put ac 'X' on 18 balloons."
Test 2» Identification.
"Put your finger in the first box, v/here the 'X'.s' are. Count the *X's' and put
the nunber dovm in the little box in the corner of the big box. Do all the other
boxes the sane v;ay, counting the little pictures very carefully and writing down the
nunber in the little box» If you don't teov; hov; to write the nunber, look at the
nunber s at the top of the page, and count to the on^ you v/ant."
Test 8. Recogz-ition of groups * (Use stop-v;atch)
.
"I ari going to shov; you a card v;ith sone pictures on it. Put your finger Xr. the
first box. (Check for rig2;;it place). After I shov; you the card, you draw a circle
aromid the nunber in the box that tells hov; nany things you sav; in the picture.
(Plash card for one second* Be s\ire that children do not drav; circle until after •

Test Kecorrnition' of .-.tqups . (Continued)
you hare put card dov/n ana also "be su^-e that every child is ready "before exposint^-
next one)«
"Move your fin^'er to the next "box. (Indicate dovmv/-;ird if there is a question*
Repeat for 5 itens).
"ITow I an ^oing to shov; you cards v;j.th dots on then. Do the sarie thint^;, starting-
at the top of your paper, on the other side of the center line*" (Chech place and
repeat. as in first section for 5 itens).
Test i. fyol3len solvinr:.
"Nov; I an ssoint^ to read sone prolDlens.to you. I i,;ant you to put a circle around
the nunlDer that tells the rir^t answer. Put your finfjer in t]j.e first "box. The first;
ansv:er will "be one of these three nuribcrs. (Chech to see that each one has ri£*it
place). Head:'? Tv;o "boys v;ere playini^- ii> front of the school, PiTe nore ca.ne along.
Hov; nany vrere there in all?
^Fecd'' J^S-ti 7 crayons, but she lest Z* ITov/ she has only hov; no.ny left?
"There were 5 apples. left on the tree, "but th? v;ind "blew '} of then to the rjround.
Now how nanj- apples were left in the tree?.
"Ton-nie had 1 cookie. Koirher ^are hin 2 n.ore. ;,Tov; he has how nany cookies?
"Pour c^irls and k toys v/ent to a party. How ::any children v;ent in all?
"Billy had 8 narTjles. He lost 1 of then to John. ITov; he has hov; nany- narbles
left?"
Test 10 . IT-jnber relationshj-ps .
"Put your fin,;^er on thg 6» (Check all pupils). ITow look across at the other 3
n-'in'bers in the snne row. (Have nunlDer? read aloud, 3~7-"9)« Draw a circle around
the one that cones after 6» Check results; Qire correct ansv;cr.
"rovr put your fin.jor dov;n on the ^» Look across at the other 3 nunbers in the
sane row.. Drav; a circle around the one nujT."ber in that rov; that cones after ^> ITov;
do the next ^ the sane vray, "but stop v;hen you finish that "bo::. (V/ait u:itil all are
finished).
."Now put your finger on the in the other "box. Iiiste:. carefully, "because this
tine you are going to fi:id the iiijnoer th-7,t cones "before the :r^n"ber on the left of the
box. ITow, you all have your fingers on the correct "U Move your finger across and
read the other 3 nurioers in the sane rov;. (Read aloud ^-JS^). Tfnich of these nun-
"bers cones "before 3? That is right, 2. Drav; a circle ojround the 2. ITov; do the
others ^ihe sar.-e v.-ay. Renpr-.'ber
,
2/ou are fiiiding the n\r.i"ber that cones before.}'
Test 11.
.
Writing synbol§.«
•"Put your finger in the first enpty box. (Oxeck), ITov; v;rite the :i\ir.iber '6* in
that box.
"Move your finger over to the :iext "box. Write '2.' The next "box ~ write '11*."
Continue, dictating the follov;ing nun"bers: 1^, 25,. ^-7, 52» 31, 13^»
Test 12 . Dividing: into halves , thirds., aiid fearths .
"Do you see the apple o:i this page? prav; o- li:ie through « the ap^Dle to cut the
apple in halves.
"Draw lines to cut the cake in thirds, p^^^ ImV^ '^b Cvj+ tKe P«« ft)ur1tvX.
"ITow drav; a line througli the glass to naice ^he glass look half full*
"Make a liiie to shov; one-third of a loaf of "bread.
"Drav; lines to "break the stick into fourths.
"ITov; put your finger i:i the first box v;hich has blocks in it (?)• (Check to see
that each one. has riglit place). Put a ;-;ark on the "block that . shov; s halves.
"Move yo\ir finger across to the.:iext "box. (Check to see that they nove across
and.nov; dovni). In this "box, :;.ark the "block that shov/s halves.
"ITov;, nove boxk to the r.eizt rov;. Put your fi:iger in the first tox in the next
row. Put a r.?-rk on the box that is divided into thirds.
c» I
T?st Dividinr into halves . thirds . ind fourths * (Continued)
"Moye across to t.he last rov;, and r'.r,;*!': the block divided into fourths.
Test 13 * Conpletiiv; nuncers a series .
"Before you stai't this p'\c;et I want you to lool: at the 'blaclt'board so that we* 11
"be supe that everyone understands \;hat he is to do." (Put on 7, 8, 10, 11, 12).
"VHiich niintor is nissin^:;?" (Have ch).ld fill in riissin.^; number)* "ITov/ v/atch care-
fully." (?ut on 10, 15, 20, 25, 35).. ":-ow which is nispin,:;?" (Vait for children to
respond, and fill in riissin;; nunber). "K(?w did you have to count to find the- nissintj
nur.-.'ber?" (V/ait for respo^ise '"by 5's'. Continue on tlachtoard, r;ivin.:; series of 2*s
(6,8,10,1^^,16) and lO's (20,^1-0,50,60,70)). "To do. this pa^e, you nay have to count
"by I's, 2's, 5*s, or lO^s. Look at each row very carefully "before you decide v;hat
is nissinc, then put the ri^iit nu""ber in its place."
Test lU, 10. "basic unit.
"Put youi' f in,\-er on t];e 12 at the top of the first "box. To^i r-.ove it alon;,: the
top rovr to the first little line. .The next v/ord is 'ten'. Hov; r.a:iy tens are in 127"
Get ansv;er, even if r.an-- children do not imderstand. "Yes, there is 1 ten in. 12.
Pu"t the 1 on the first little lirie. ITow nove your fin.:;cr alonj:; the line until you
c^ne to the next little line. Ytju are still doin^ the top line on your paper. The
last word in that line is ^ones't f^o\r r-i-any ones are there in 127" V^ait for ansv/er -
2» "Yes, there are 2 ones in 12» Put the two on the second little line. ;'ov; you
have - '12 is l.ter. and 2 ones'. This is the vnrd 'ten' (put it on "board) and this
is the v;ord 'one* (put on "board), "l^ow you do the ot!^or lines the sane v;ay. There
are 5 nore to do."
Test 1^.
'Tow let us do the first e::erciso in the other top "bo;: to.i'ether. (Check here for
rifeht pl?ice) '11 is 10 and 1, 3, or 5. Vfnich one is ri.Jl^t? Yes, 11 is 10 and 1.
Draw a circle aro-'jnd the 1. (Check for correct response). ITow do the other 5 t^^e
sane v;ay»"
Test 16 . Zero r ^co.-nized
.
as a ,":eneralization , and an "xider s tandi
n
:: of choice of
neans of neasUrenenf •
"Tliis is pji easy part. Pit yur finder in the first "box. "ov; listen carefully,
and. then drav/ a circle aroumd either 'Yes' or '""I'd'. The hardest part is keepinjj your
place, so you v;ill have to nove your fin^^er dox;n very c^jrefully after you do each
one. Ready?
"The first one - VJhen nt'thin.;^ is tn^ien fror. a nunber, the nun"ber stays the sar.e.
That is, if 'zero '.is su"btracted fron a nun"ber, the nxriter does not chan-^e.
"The next one, nove yoi^r fin^^er dov:n. . If nothing; is added to a nun"ber, the nur.i-
"ber stays the sane*
"ITpthin-:^' and zero nean the sane thin£;«
"If there are no ones in n, nu;":"ber, v;e rmst put the zero in v;hen v/e v/rite the.
nuaber.
"VJhen our hei^^^lit is ne'^siired on the scales, v:e say v;e a];e neasured in q^uarts.
"Wien v;e are wei-died, the .a:;-SWEr is in pounds.
"Milk and other lia_uids a:re sonetines neasured in pints.
"The yardstick shows inches.
"Heat is neasured in feet.
"A nickel is the sane as 2 pennigs.
"A dine is the sane as 2 nickels.
"A q^uarter is the sane as a dine.
"A dollar is the sar-.e as 10 dines.
"Pive cents is the srne as a nickel."
SCORING — Score one point for each item correct. Record totals for
each Sub-test beside Sub-test number. It is not
necessary to find the total for the entire test.
If
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1916 SUMMER EXHIBIT SUMMER SCHOOL NOW ATI ENDING
NATIONAL SCHOOL PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSOCIATION
A Department of the National Education Association
Please send me the following information pieces in the quantities indicated:
Don't Discount Dad
(Single copy \0(; 11-99 copies, 8< each; 100 or more copies, 7< each)
A Father Looks at Progressive Education
(Single copy, 25<; 5-24 copies, 20< each; 25-99 copies, 15< each; 100 or more copies, 10< each)
Janie Learns to Read
(Single copy, 50<; 5-24 copies, 40< each; 25-99 copies, 35< each; 100 or more copies, 30< each)
It's High Time
(Single copy, 50<; 2-9 copies, 45^ each; 10 or more copies, 40< each)
Happy Journey: Preparing your Child for School
(Single copy, 40<; 25-99 copies, 30^ each; 100 or more copies, 25< each)
Print It Right
(Single copy, $1.50; 2-9 copies, 10% discount; 10 or more copies, 20% discount)
Feel Their Pulse
(Single copy, fl.OO; 2-9 copies, 10% discount; 10 or more copies, 20% discount)
—
. Sailing into Reading
(Single copy, 500; 2-9 copies, 45< each; 10 or more copies, 40< each)
What is a Teacher (Reprint from Look Magazine, 2/21/56)
(2 copies for 25^; 3-99 copies, 15^ each; 100 or more copies, 11^ each; 1000 or more copies, 94 each.
All prices plus transportation costs)
NSPRA Publications List
Enclosed find $ (cash, check or money order)
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We would like to have both your school and home address for our records but please check,
in the space provided, the address to which materials should be sent in the fall.
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DR. M. JEROME WEISS, ROOM 515, 1790 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
1 1719 02561 4878

